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In order to test for weak form efficiency in the market a vast pool of individual stocks must be
analyzed rather than a stock market index. In this paper, a model-based bootstrap is used to
generate a series of simulated trials and a modified chart pattern recognition algorithm is
applied to all stocks listed on the Toronto Stock Exchange (TSX). The number of patterns
detected in the original price series is compared with the number of patterns found in the
simulated series. By simulating the price path specific time dependencies present in real data
are eliminated, making price changes purely random. Patterns, if consistently identified, carry
information which adds value to the investment process, however, this informativeness does
not guarantee profitability. Conclusions are drawn on the relative efficiency of some sectors of
the economy. Although the null hypothesis of weak form efficiency on the TSX cannot be
rejected, some sectors of the Canadian economy appear to be less efficient than others. In
addition, pattern frequencies appear to be negatively dependent on the twomoments of return
distributions, variance and kurtosis.
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1. Introduction

Technical analysis is a financial market technique that claims the ability to forecast the future direction of security prices
through the study of past market data, primarily price and volume. Technical analysts may employmodels and trading rules based
on price transformations, moving averages, regressions, inter-market and intra-market price correlations, cycles or recognition of
chart patterns.

The patterns in market prices are assumed to recur, and thus, these patterns can be used to predict future price movements.
Critics argue that these patterns are simply random effects on which analysts impose causation, and bear no useful information,
especially in the long term. Nonetheless, about 30 to 40% of practitioners appear to believe that technical analysis is useful in
exploiting the information created by price movements in short time horizons of up to six months.1Taylor and Allen (1992), based
on a survey among foreign exchange dealers in London, found that at least 90% of respondents place some weight on technical
analysis. In addition, the results of this survey revealed preference for technical, rather than fundamental, analysis at shorter time
horizons. Lui and Mole (1998) report the results of a similar survey conducted in 1995 among foreign exchange dealers in Hong
Kong. They found that over 85% of respondents rely on both fundamental and technical analyses and, again, technical analysis was
more popular at shorter time horizons.
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As pointed out by Grossman and Stiglitz (1980) in their discussion of a fully revealing rational expectations equilibrium, the
work of technical analysts is essential in capitalizing into current market prices the information possibly hiding behind patterns in
price movements. The paradox is that in detecting these patterns and trading on this information they destroy these patterns and
make the market weak form efficient where no patterns may be profitably exploited.2 Put another way, if the market were weak
form efficient, technical analysis would be a complete waste of time and money (Grossman and Stiglitz (1980)), since all possible
patterns would have been identified and exploited leaving nothing but white noise. But if no one performs technical analysis, the
information contained in historical patterns will not be capitalized into the market price thus giving rise to profit opportunities for
those who discover this information first. Thus, it is interesting to investigate whether patterns exist in the market as a whole or in
certain understudied portions of it.

The Efficient Market Hypothesis is one of the most important and widely disputed propositions in finance. The claim is that
prices fully reflect all available information in the market and any forecasting of future price changes therefore is purely
speculative. There is what Lo and MacKinlay (Lo and MacKinlay (1999), p. 4) call “a wonderfully counter-intuitive and seemingly
contradictory flavor” to the idea of informationally efficient markets: the greater the number of participants, the better their
training and knowledge and the faster the dissemination of information, the more efficient a market should be; and “the more
efficient the market, the more random the sequence of price changes generated by such a market, and the most efficient market of
all is one in which price changes are completely random and unpredictable”.

Park and Irwin (2007) in a comprehensive survey of technical analysis papers split the empirical literature into early (1960–
1987) and modern (1988–2004). This classification is done on the basis of the number of technical trading systems used, the
attention paid to transaction costs, risk factors, data mining issues, parameter optimization, verification of findings with out-of-
sample data, and the statistical tests used in the analysis.Modern studies are then split into seven sub-groups based on differences
in testing procedures. Park and Irwin (2004, 2007) explain that standard studies include parameter optimization and out-of-
sample tests, adjustment for transaction costs and risk, and statistical tests. In model-based bootstrap studies researchers conduct
statistical tests on returns from trading using the model-based bootstrap approach first discussed in Brock et al. (1992). Reality
check and genetic programming studies include papers that attempt to solve data-mining problems by using the bootstrap reality
check method introduced by White (2000) and Koza's (1992) genetic programming technique. Non-linear studies apply non-
linear techniques such as feed-forward neural networks or nearest neighbor regressions to identify patterns in price time series or
estimate the profitability of technical trading rules. Chart pattern studies such as those published by Lo et al. (2000) and Dawson
and Steeley (2003) develop and apply recognition algorithms to chart patterns. The last category, other studies do not fit easily into
any of the other categories described above.

In general, the early studies revealed limited evidence of the profitability of technical trading rules with stock market data and
thus supported weak form market efficiency. In contrast, Park and Irwin (2007) in their survey of 95 modern studies find that
technical trading strategies are profitable (a sign of weak form inefficiency) in 56 cases and not profitable (a sign of weak form
efficiency) or ambiguous in 39 cases. This weakens the case for weak form efficiency3. Our own work hopes to supplement the
findings of previous scholars using data from a different stockmarket (the Toronto Stock Exchange) and blending techniques from
Brock et al. (1992) and Lo et al. (2000).

Brock et al. (1992), in a pioneering paper which uses a very long time series of historical prices (1897 to 1986), apply the
model-based bootstrap methodology to obtain simulated data with the same statistical characteristics as the actual data. This
allows the authors to draw statistical inferences on the profitability of various trading rules. Using widely recognized chart
patterns they compare the returns obtained from the buy and sell signals in the actual price time series to the returns from the
simulated price time series. Their results show that buy (sell) signals from the technical trading rules generate positive (negative)
returns across all 26 rules and four sub-periods tested. All the buy–sell differences in returns are positive and outperform the
returns generated by the simple buy-and-hold strategy. We must note, however, that their results have been challenged by
Sullivan et al. (1999) who argue that these results are an artifact of data mining. Sullivan et al. (1999) argue that trading rules are
subject to selection bias where only those that performwell continue to be examined even though theymay be only a small subset
of all trading rules available.

The paper by Lo et al. (2000) is one of the first papers to automate the process of chart pattern recognition. These authors study
10 reversal patterns based on a set of consecutive extrema points that trace the particular geometrical form corresponding to each
of these 10 patterns. Lo et al. (2000) apply this methodology to a large set of individual stocks traded on the NYSE/AMEX and
NASDAQ over the 1962–1996 period as well as the market indices on these U.S. exchanges. The authors perform a goodness-of-fit
test to compare the quantiles of returns generated by these technical patterns with returns over the whole period of their study
(and thus unaffected by these patterns).

Dawson and Steeley (2003) replicate and extend the work of Lo et al. (2000) using UK stock market data and the same set of
technical patterns. Whereas Lo et al. (2000) find more patterns in market data than in their simulated data, Dawson and Steeley
(2003) find the opposite, although the frequencies of occurrence of these patterns is the same in the UK market as those found by
Lo et al. (2000) in the US markets. As we show below, the results of our study which uses data from a third market (the Toronto
Stock Exchange) support the findings of Dawson and Steeley (2003). These authors also follow Lo et al. (2000) in investigating the
returns distributions conditioned on these technical patterns and find, as do Lo et al. (2000), that they are significantly different
from the unconditioned returns distributions. However, the means of the conditioned and the unconditioned returns distributions

2 Similarly, the work of fundamental analysts uncovers fundamental information and reduces the degree of semi strong form inefficiency.
3 For a complete annotated summary of all studies, see Park and Irwin (2004).
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